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CONFLICT RESOLUTION UNIT
REASONS.. .FOR,STUDYING CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Bash of us is confonted byconflict Lituations whetlisr.as;a
participant In inter-personal ones or as a concerned specta.tor in international 'crises.

1.

,

In a world which is so interdependent, it is important that
all, peoples understand why conflict occurs in order to determine
:what-kind of international system would be most viable and to work

2.
-

.

toward -achieving it.
3.

4.

Because We are involved, an awareness of the behavior .o4;.both
individuals and nations is necessary for an understanding of the
..conflict and the alternatives which exist for its resolution.
.

By understanding conflict and its behavioral variablep, we. an influence the behavior of others insuch a way as to affect the
..,outtome of-the donflict.

Lt

;034ECTIVES IN STUDYING
CONFLICTS AND THEIR RESOLUTION
..,.
---

At the end of the unit, each student should be able to:
1.

explain why the actions of both individuals and-natiOns differ
due to differences in their cultural experiences, values,
perceptions, goals and expectations;

2.

identify the reasons that conflicts occur in the present
international system;

3.

explain how the international system and its members react
to various conflict situations, for examplec_pugerlidWerconfontations and -small. power disputes;
.

'Understand that there are both opposing and common interests
among adversaries in most conflicts .and\be
en-44te.betWeen them' in any conflict pra.PAItPcLhiM

'4:

5;

.

'discuss the nature and. role of . bargainingAn the international
system;
.

,

6...-ga4.itLand-compare the kinds of alternatIVetechnitiiies
available in the present international system to deal with
conflict-- for example, force, negotiations and diplomatic
exchanges.
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III.

LESSON PLAJ*
Day 1:

Show film uLittle,Island" and,conduct a directed
diSCussion.
..

Day 2:

Continuation of discussion of the film.
Presentation of ways .of viewing conflict,
.variables involved in it and its resolutiol.
The bargaining proceSs in conflict.
Play some of schelling's games to show differences in bargaining situations.

DaY

.1.4so.U.sbion ofithe Cuban 4,ssile.Crisis.
.

.

:

Role-blaying activity ofthe alternatives for

past,'

US action preSented_in. the. Executiv-.) Committee
meetings.

Day 6:

Debriefing of role-playing and disdassion of
system models.

Day 7:

.Bvaluation-of learning using either a scenario
which the students will,react to, or asking
them to 'Wrii-6 'their own description for a

viable worla system.

'

.

J

*This 'plan is based on 56 thinute periods.

IT.

CLASS ASSIGNPBJATS

The following are suggeSti494or types ofThssignments which could
be. giver) to .your stud.04t6;1.

For Day 3.

The handout, on Conflict Resolution which has been

abstracted from Sb&lling's ideas for. high schoolclassroom
-use.
2.

For Day 4. An account of the Cuban Missile qrisis.
Kennedy's
Thirteen Days,iS the most concise and most easily read by
It should be assigned at least a week in advance
students.
to allow time for everyone to read it.

Pages -27-6gq'rom Fishers InternatfahaI-Conflict
for Beginners..
Day ,6.
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V.

SUGGESTL;ii BIBLIOGAPHY
A.

B.

Teacher

The Strategy of Conflict.

1.

Schelling, Thomas C.

2.

Haas, Ernest.

3.

Frankel, Joseph.
International Relations.
and Chapters 5-7.

4.

Fisher, Roger.

The Web of Interdependence.

hg-p. Chapter 1.

Esp. Chapter 4

International Conflict for Beginners.

Student
1.

Fisher, Roger.
pp. 27-60.

2.

Kennedy, Robert F.

3.

Abel, Lllie.

4.

Any of the other accounts of the Cuban Ait'ssile Crisis
which can be found in Sorenson, Schlesinger or alsman.

International Conflict for Beginners,
Thirteen Days.

The Missile Crisis.

LITTLE ISLAM')
DISOU1 oI0k1 00'

101-1_,

:01r!M

This animated film is about three men who each belief in a different idea-- good, beauty and truth.
The film begins with the three
landing on an island. From the time of their arrival to their departure, one sees the attempts which the three make to communicate and inter
act with one another. All of their attempts fail and at the end of
the film the three are seen leaving the island.
The film can be used effectively with very few introductory remarks.
Because there are no words, studeirts have to be encouraged to leok for
other cues about each of the three characters and their actitities.
Some of these cues are colors, music, symbols and movements. Before
starting the film,it is helpful to introduce the three characters and
the ideas they represent. This can be done by putting the follOwing
information on the blackboard:
Good

Truth

3

Beauty

1

2

The numbers are the order in which they appear individually in the
film.

The first part of the discussion should be general enough to let
each student begin to organize what he has, seen and, his thoughts about
what happened. The discussion should vary with the points which the
students raise.
Some of the points which should be brought out either
by individual students or by questions from the teacher are:
1.

What happened in the film?

2.

Why did the three characters leave the island in the end?

3.

How were each of the three ideas represented?
Here, the students should be encouraged to think about the
differences in:
1.

colors -- e.g. the colors for truth were strong and
bright while those for beauty were pastels.

2.

music -- e.g. the waltz-type music associated with
beauty as compared to the church organ and choir
music og good.

-23.

symbols -- e.g. beauty wanted everything to be
symmetrical and beautiful like the picture of the
nude woman and the flowers; while good was associated
with the church and angels with the idea that if you
are "good" you will go to heaven.

4.

movements -- e.g. beauty was very graceful as compared
with truth whose movements were mechanical and oftentimes erratic (remember, the mad scientist image).

The second part of the discussion should be directed more toward the
conflict which took place and how it was resolved.
1.

What kinds of interactions took place during the film?

2.

Did the characters try to communicate with one another?
What were the results?

3.

Were their:aitempts at communication understood of misunderstood?

How?

The most glaring misundertanding took place when the
fist kept pushing "good" down undil he became a devil symbol.
Beauty, seeing this, tried to shoot the fist with an arrow
apparently attempting to save good. But good misunderstood
beauty's actions when blood from where the arrow had penetrated
Good blamed beauty for the blood and
the fist fell on good.
a conflict erupted between the two which escalated until they
were deterred by the image of the bomb which truth had created.
The message which the bomb communicated to all of them about
total destruction was the only thing which all of them understood throughout the whole film.
Note:

4.

Can conflict result:from misunderstandings or misperceptions
of anther's beliefs or intentions?
It should be brought out here that each of the three
But, throughout the
characters believed in positive values.
film we see not only the conflict between these positive values
but we see the negative aspects of each of them:.

Note:

5.

If
in
do
as

men and nations cannot communicate and cooperate with others
such a way as to avoid conflicts or settle them peacefully,
they have the same option of leaving the island or the system
the three characters did?

CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Conflict is often viewed today as a bargaining situation in which
each side has an interest in resolving the Conflict in
that is advantageous.

such a way
Oftentimes, the gains in the resolution of

conflict are mutually advantageous with each side gaining in terms
of its own interests and goals.

For, in order for conflict to take

place in the contemporary world, there must be common as well as
opposing interests among the participants of antagonists.

Comilion

interests exist in conflicts because of the mutual dependence of
the antagonists.

In today's world, the overriding common

interest

is survival given the threat of nuclear destruction.
If we view conflict as a bargining sit...4at.I.,;n, then, we 'Lust analize

some of the maneuvers which are used in bargaining, such as commitments,
threats and promises, and the communication of them.

But why should

we be interested in studying conflict at all?

Conflict is a phenomena
which is not confined solely to relations between nations.
It is inherent in any relationship whether between individuals, groups, or nations.

All relationships ism both cooperative -- IsCintegrative--aft conflictual-.
ts.disintegrative.

Dr. Robert North has pointed out that:

Almost any aspect of conflict, However destructive, requires
interaction between the antagonists, considerableecommunication,
and the establishment and maintenaseeoefmmany reciprocalities
and subtle understandings. Conflict thus functions as a binding
element between parties who may previously have had no contact
at
By analiziag conflict and the behavior which participants exhibit
in bargaining, we learn not only about conflict and its resolution
but we learn also how the behavior of antagonists might be influenced
in order. to bring about desired outcomes.

CoMmunication is necessary to the resolution of conflict situations
because it is the means by which each side ;slakes known to the other

side its interests and goals as well as the weans it will adopt to
attain them.

Communication can be either tacit or explicit.

Explicit communication means direct verbal or written communication
between two parties. Two historical examples of explicit communication
are the Declaration of Independence, in which the colonialists made
known to Britain their desire for independence, and the Fourteen Points,
in which President Wilson outlined the kind of peace settlement he
advocated.

Tacit communication is utilized when direct or explicit

communication is either impossible or insufficient.

It is dependent on

each side believing that they have something to gain from cooperation
and from resolution of the conflict. These gains will not necessarily

be the same for both sides bu.v communication will take place if
both sides feel that they have something to gain. The resolUtion

of most conflicts today is not simply a case of winning for one
side and losing for the other;

each side gains something relative

to what it had before and what it might have had given another
outcome.

The following are some examples which Thomas 3chelling uses in

his book, The _tratew of conflict, to illustrate the utility of
tacit bargaining to attain an outcome mutually advantaged:us to
both sides.

1.

When a man loses his wife in a department store 14thout any

prior. understanding on where to meet if they get separated, the

chances_are good that they will find each other.

It is likely that

each will think of some obvious meeting place, so obvious that each
will be sure that the other is sure that it is "obvious" to both
of them.' une-does not:simply predict where the other will go,. since

the other will 8o where he predicts the first to go, Which is wherever the first;. predicts the second to predict the first to go, and
so ad infinitum.

at is necessary ±s to coordinate pre-

dictions, to read the same message in the common situation, to
identify the. one course of action that their expectations of

each.other can converge on

They must "mutually recognize" some

unique signal that coordinates theirexpeCtations of one another.
We cannot be sure they will meet, nor would all couples read the
same signal;

but the chances are certainly a great deal better

than if they pursued a random course'of search.

.

where would

you choose to. meet in the same situation?
2.

Two people parachute unexpectedly into the area shown on the

map below.

.,,ach has a map and knows that the other has one but

neither knows where the other has dropped nor ar0 they able to
communicate directly. They must get together quickly to be

.1

saved

.

havior?

-3Can they study their maps and "coordinate" their be-

Does the map suggest some particular weeting place so

unambiguously that each All oe confident that the other reads
the same suggestion with confidence?
.

Y~

li e'r

r 0 Cl
ULU ICI

pr:rci

The above examples were of situations in which both sides

would gain equally from the successful resolution of their situ
ations and both would lose equall7Aifllhey could not resolve their
predictaments through cooperation.

But what about the case of
divergent interests whereby each side can aiin more with a dif .
ferent outcome?

Does any basis exist for cooperation in which

they will both gain, although perhaps not equally?

Try to think
of an example from either contemporary or historical situations
in which the antagonists had divergent interests out in which
the conflict was resolved to the satisfaction of both.

that could

have been done by the characters in Little Island to resolve their
situation?

1.

Rocert C. North. V1OLEIWB: DaSR2
IiaERGRGUP AND L;TBB4ATIONA
Stanford University, Center for War Peace Studies, March 15, 19(05.
p7 1.
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TO ILLUbTxtAT

BAAGAIIIIMG TLOAJALaa
t.

he Purpose of using thee exercises is to help the student
understand the conditions under which bargaining can take place.
Tadit
bargaining is utilized because there are elements and techniques found
inAacitcbargaining situations which are important to underbtanding
explicit bargaining situations.

:;
I.

Tacit Bargaining of Common Interests
1.

Askja 'few groups, of two to write down individually where they
would meet their counterpart if lost in a department store.

2.

Using the map exercise which was in the reading assigned for
the day's activities, ask the entire class where they *would
go to meet tne rest of their classmates and to be rescued.
Note:

Almost everyone will choose to meet wnere the roads. all
Change the positions of where'the
two parachutists and and ask them where they would meet then.
The students should understand that no matter where they .land
on the map, they will still meet where the road's meet-7in
crossing over the river.
Why?
cross -over the, river.

mane "heads" or "tails". Tell the' class that. if,they:all.name
the same one, then they will all receive a prize,v
4..

Tell the class to choose one of the, followinE numbers:

7 100

13

261

99

555

If they all choose the same number, then they will all win a
prize.

Note: Try to get the to understand and explain their
reasons for their choices.
Tell ... the. class that they will, all be meeting 'in fiew fork City

duringtheir vacation. However, no one ever mentioned where
they would meet and that there is no way-for any_ofthem to
communicate with anyone else 'to find out. Therefore, 't-hek~
have, to guess where they are going to meet and go there
..5';noping that the guesses of the rest of the members of the'-"-:-class will coincide.

6: The time for meeting in mew fork City was not decided either.
Therefore, each' member of the class must 'guess the exact time
when he would expect to find the rest ofthe class there.

.

.

-2--

Choose two groups of two students each. Tell the two members
of each group that they will get ,,100.00 -if they each choose
an amount which when totaled does.:pot exceed 100 dollars.
Find out what each member of the group chooses.

7.

Note: Most members of the group will choose 50 dollars because
If either''chose-more or lesiAhanit 'iS:one-,half of $100,

fifty, try to'get.them to detei-mine-Why..

!?;;

.

;

:

fj

L;

1,

:

After doing the exerc.Lses, the students should discuss the following
questions using examples from the exercises.

What did each of these bargaining exercises and your choices

1.
.--

.

Why were a majority of you able to come up with the same guess
without any form of communication?

2.
.

...

.
.

3

.

'''Vere'5iour-grestesil.-randethl,'Or''was their some reason behind each of
your choices? Whs.-towel-6 the reasons, if any?
L...

Note

,,

Students should see thatAn-each of the examples there is a
cue or "focal: 'point" whieh suggests how they can'CdOrdinate
their behavior to win or successfully resolve theiVdilemma.
The "focal point" is usually prominent 'Or'COASpAcuous-for example, the point where the roads cross the river on
.

.

.

tile map is the only place where all of the roads 14met.

should understand that-Oen without any Verbal or
explicit communication, antagonists can arrive at similar
choices when it is advantageous for them to do so.

'Student

II.

Tacit Bargaining of Divergent. or. Conflicting Interests

'In'the'pro'ibus exaMPles, each peon would win close the same
Therefore, each of them had a
amount as everyone else in the group.
common interest in making the same ichoice as everyone else. However,
in most conflict situations, peopie and' natiOns do not'win or lose
equally because of divergent or conflibting-desires.
and another to be "B". A and 'B
without communicating.
If
both choose headb;:.,ggetO'dollars and B gets 2 dollars; if
gets;"..2 dollarw.and B gets 3 dollars. If
both choose ,tails
As them
they choose 'diffe±iakitly.:,-neither gets :anything.
what they choose.
Choose one st,Udent.to)beTr
are each to ch.dOseheads' or"

Note:
B

Usual...7,y both

will et

yi.11, choose

less pon.0.:-ttipcn.

the heads chbe

is

And B ehoodeS' heads' beöath
none.

heads even though it means that
choosing it The rationale for
s à more common replY:thtan tails.
1ie would rather have 2 dollars than

ii

by

2.

Chooso c:no sudell

be 3, and -me to be U.
th000 thee 1.7tibes in any

to bc A, one .oc.)

Ask ei± of ',11.? Three
1f trio or'
order.

*o

5he same :L7 all tk 2c..-. lists, the

person who)7.1.
t.rie
11.ro:.; lists gets 5
d?,11ars, thc. perscn whc se le-r,ter is th-) sec..d on all three.

lists g9ts
dollrrs an1 the person whose Liter is third
gets 1
I
the order is 1.,,)t the salon on .aLl three
lists, then :10 on geto anytaing

Discussion
1.

--

Question

t:e oue

What determ

lcs

W.:,111d

eacil of these case 3?

the name amour

no matter

what.'

thoy.c1:.se?

Theimpont
quirod fc

:Jre

t:YJ e(7.dinion is still 're

thgh thdre are

anything :,7) bo

difforert alto:mati
which -..21d .'an different gains for
each rair:loant, Jher si. -:rould have gained by trYihg

to outsmat
cthr,:.-.
Each :.,:L2Ps unless he does exactly.,
what the ':her exbrs him to do. The need for aggreement
overrides the potential disagreement over the aifferent
...outcomes and gains to be made.

III., ,Applf:cation of These Techniques to Explicit Bargaining

Although-at first look, the nuoordinationWhich
saw as playihg
a prominent .7ole in tait bargainimg.tay net appear applicable to
expiicit::bardin7_ng 8.11.ations wh-)n co*muniCation can take place,
Sohelling.a7.tu.es
s e.Y.Idencothat some simi3ar influence'
such as-illocal
wc.1:ing in explicit barcaining,
Schelling's
87::sument is that;

oU.r:aalis of tacit bax;7;inir.(; may help to provide ah

the iLflunco

understand :.ng

wor17;

and perps the logic

of tacit ba?:gia:rig even proids a lr,%sis for -believing
c.cL1 barga:i.nine, is thatlof
9reb1e.:-2 in
ph,c11.1d inqVire, tnon'rhat has to lie 000rdiriated
in explf:cj.t'barginins;:
anmar mcv 1)9 that explicit -bargaining
requires, -.'for an ult:Imate arLIreomen, some coordination of'the:The proposition might be as follows.
.,,P4rticipants: .,:xpectations.
correct. :-J).Y.o.e

coordinaton-

Most bargaining 2ituations ultimately involve some range of
Ossible,Outcomes within' which each party would rather make a
concession than fail to reach agreement.dt-all..
In such a
situation any pote4tia1 outcome is one from which at least one
,.. of.the'partiesnd prr)ba'oly loth, would have been.willing.to
very.often the other
:):::re#'0!at for.tho'sahe of agoomout,
Any potonvial cutece iu therefore:ohe that
.:.patty-khOwS it
either pb,tty could hc ru rno' 1 y
yot''h.may have
.

.

.

no basis fr

;Ji.r)(;
_

.

.
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thG,

.1_e7s or .6i.v:30'6tbtliat

-.4-

he would rather .concede than do without agreement.
.Lach party's
strategy:is guided mainly by what he expects the other to accept:
yet each knows that the other is guided, by reciproor insist on;
.The
final outcome must be a point from which neither
cal thoughts.
yet. the Main ingredient of this:
expetts.the other to retreat;
expectation is what one thinks the other'expects the first to expect
These infinitely reflexive expectations must someand so-On
how converge on a single point, at which each .expects'the other not
to expect to be expected to retreat.
.

.

If we then ask what it is that can bring their expectations into
convergence and bring the negotiation to a close, we might propose
that it is the intrinisc magnetism of particular outcomes, dspecially
those that enjoy prominence, uniaueness, simplicity, precedent, or
some .rationale that makes them qualitatively differentiable from the
.:e could argue that expectations
continuum of possible alternatives.
tend not to converge on outcomes that differ only By degree. from
alternative outcomes but that people have to dig in their heels
at a groove in order to make any show of determination. One has to
have-areason for standin6 firmly an a position; and along the continuumof qualitatively undifferentiable poEAtions one finds no
mationale.
The rationale may not be strong at the arbitrary "focal
pointy .but at least it can defend itself with the argument "If not
here, where ?"

spme explanation is needed for the tendency to settle at focal
But the proposition would remain vague and somewhat mystical
if it were not for the somewhat more tangible logic of tacit bargaining. The latter provides not only an an6.1ogy but the demonstralion.that the necessary psychic phenomenon-- tacit coordination of
expectations-- is a real possiblity and in some contexts a remarkably reliable one. The "coordination" of expectations is analogous
to the "coordination" of behavior when communication is cut off;
'and., in fact, they both involve nothing more nor less than intuitiver
ly perceived mutual expectations. Thus the empirically verifiable,
results of some of the tacit-bargaining games, as well as the more
logical role of coordinated expectations in that case, prove that
expectations can be coordinated and that some of the objective details of the situation can exercise a controlling influence when
-64e coordination of expectations'is essential. Something is perceived* by both parties when communication is absent; it must still
beperdeptible, though undoubtedly of lesser force, when communication is possible.
.
.

.

.

points.

.

.

But, if this general line of reasoning is valid, any analytis of
explicit bargaining must pay attention to what we might call the
:"comMunicationft that. is inherent in the bargaining situations, the
signals. that the participants read in the inanimate details of the
base.And it means that tacit and explicit bargaining are not
tthbroUghly separate concepts but that the various gradations from
tacit bargaining up through types of incompleteness or faulty or
limited communication to full communic_tion all show some dependence
on 'the. need to coordinate expectations.
Hence all show .some degree
of dependence' of the p.4rticipants.themselves on their common inability to keep their ey6:2 off .certain outcomes.
:

-5This is not necessarily an argument for expecting explicit outcomes as a rule to lean toward exactly those that would-have
the focal points
emerged; if communicAtion had been impossible;
.t But
may certainly be different when speech is allowed.
what may be the main-principle in tacit bargaining apparently
may be at least one of the important principles in the analysis
of explicit bargaining. And, since even much so-called "explicit"
bargaining includes maneuver, indirect communication, jockeying for
position, or speaking to be overheard, or is confused by a multitude
of participants and divergent interests, the need for convergent
expectations and the role of signals that have the power to coordinate expectations may oe powerful.
(The above was taken from Schelling's The Strategy of Conflict,
pp. 78-84.) It was reproduced ao extenatvelyeln order to give
the teacher a background for relating tacit and explicit bargaining.

The same exercises which were used in Part II for demonstrating
tacit bargaining of divergent interests can be used here to demonstrate the effects of communication in the bargaining process.
1.

Using the example of the ordering of A, B and 0, choose one
student for each letter. Then give them the same directions
as were given in # 2 of Part II but allow them to talk
Then ask for their individual choices.
about their decision.

The likely outcome of their communication in this
bargaining situation is that they will agree on one order
of the letters and will agree to split their winnings three
equal ways so that each person will get 2 dollars. Ask
them why they have chosen to do what they've done.

Aote:

2.

Using the same exercise, choose three different people to
represent the letters. Tell one of them in private conversation not.to agree to divide the winnings equally and have
that person say that "I am going to put down the order of
CBA (the person who is saying this is C) no matter what you
decide." Let the three argue somemore and then cut off the
communication and ask them what order they each would ;put
the letters in.
If C has been persuamive in saying that heewill put
down CBA because he wants to win the 3 dollars, then B and
A will have to put down CBA too if they want to win anything
at all.
Aote:

14

Explicit v. Tacit Bargaining Exercise

Below are some of the laws, declarations and actions of Great
Britain, the American Colonies and other European nations during
the years 1760-1780. Choose three and state what each (1)explicitly communicated (2) for whom and to whom it was communicated
and (3) what it may tacitly have communicated and to whom.
(1) Stamp Act of 1765

(2) Repeal of the Stamp Act 1766

(3) Townshend Acts of 1767

(4) Boston Tea Party

(5) Committees of Correspondance

(6) Private emissaries to France prior to 1776

(7) Declaration of Independence 1776

(8) U.S.-F4ance Treaty of Alliance 1778

(9) Armed Neutrality Act of 1780

, THEOUBAJA

In our study of conflict resolution, we are going to use The
'Cuban Missile Crisis as a case stUdy., Jome Of the questions which
you should think about afterireading Thirteen-Das, RFK's account
of what happened,- are:
Does the Crisis fit our model of a bargaining.situation'which.we

1.

developed and discusSed'in.,class

.,:c weeks ago?

.Whatlwere SoMe-df-the mutual interests which the.:Uo rand UR

2.

shared which .led to ,tha.iesolutiori of the crisi--.9

tihat were some of their divergent interests and-goals'whibh led

3.

to the conflict?
Uhat kinds of things were.communicated-:bj. the 0.6 to the Uo6R during

the crisis?--(Lve. -threats;-oomitments,- promiee&) And to the US?

Was their tacit as well as explicit communication?

5

.

,

-What were the perceptions of the U6 and the U6oR of one another?

-6'.

Di l these perceptions

change9
.

.

,

Was the crisis resolved in the best way?

7..

What were some of the aiternative'6UtcOnwhich mi,ht have occurred?

8.

.
.
.

9.

Was there a winner and aloser?- If 'so-,°'whO,

)

3.ES

.

.
.

Some of the .tentitive conclusions which are reached by:,stud ent s,
exercises are useful in examining ;the, Cuban
from the.. b..
Mostothe:r.S, there are,elements of
Crisis.
In thie-ctinflict-i.z.as.
Prior to the rbleplaYing'of the
both tacit and explicit bargaining.
Executive Committee discussions,- it i-s impOrt'ant:that;thestudents-AaVe:f
,inthe.orisis and w4at happened in
a generaI.idea.of
this superpower confrontation. It thereforeAllight be helpfull.47.for,the
class to outline the general order in which ,the-crisis .deyelbped..

After establishing a chrOno3iogical.Q1444e
some of the following questions:

the class should discuss

1:. Was. the Cuban idissile Crisis a conflict in which the outcome.
could be determined by bargaining?
Note:

Bargaining is successful in cafliCt'resolutiOn when
a'smtuation-exists ia which there are a range of alternative solutions.
.

.

Were there mutual as well as diVergent-interests-between the
antagonists?

2.

What do you thinks-the overridingtinterest of the United
,,-States?

.%

4.

0f the.:isoviet Union?

Give some examples of the different bargaining techniques Used
during the Crisis' SAch as'threat8,:promises,.and commitments.
Did they provide cues about
hot,/ each side was planning to act? Did they provide cues
about how the other side was expected to act?

How were these communicated?

5.

What were some of the things which were not communicated between
the US and the Soviet Union but understood by both?

ROLE-PLAYING
-

2

The following role-playing exercise is suggested as a way of pro..,.;

moting a better understanding of the alternatives for action available
to the United States in theCuban Missile !Crisis. ,The day ,before the
role-playing is to take place, each student shoUld be atsigrieddrie,of
the following alternatives of action which were open to the United
States.
1.

invasion of Cuba

2.

surgical air strike to remove idissile6 only

3.

blockade

4.

diplomatic negotiations

5.

sending of a personal emissary

6.

no action at all

should

.0

-L

,AL,

be dxplained to theizCl s,sO that each atudentt
will be able to defend his alternative in thd-moS.t' Convihcingj.waphe
Some students will react to their particular assignments by, saying
can.
that they cannot think of any defense for them. At this point, it must

be reiterated that each of the alternatives was strongly defended during
the meetings of the Executive Committee.
At the beginning of the class when the role-playing will be done,
ask each student to fill out the decision-maker's sheet which is enclosed. This should help them to organize their arguments and should
help the teacher evaluate both the understanding and the preparation
of each student.
The role-playing should be introduced as a meeting of the Executive
Committee which has been asked by the President to submit policy recommendations. The decision-makers who support a particular alternative
should verbally list the strengths of pursuing the alternative. After
the strengths have been presented, the other decision-makers can question
the efficacy of pursuing that particular alternative. Each alternative
should be presented and defended in a similar way.
The teacher should
act as a questioner when some of the liabilities of the different alternatives are not brought up by members of the class.
In the debriefing of the role-playing, the students should be encouraged to discuss the various alternatives and the efficacy of each of them.
Throughout the debriefing they should be asking themselves what action
can be taken next if their alternative fails to remove the missiles from
Cuba.

CUBAll iiISJIL

caisis

'

DEC I uioy-mAKii,i4--

.

,

Committee
State the alter.A:v4vewhich'.-you.are. defe.hdinein'th6--.6XecutiVe
:..

meeting..

-

:

.

State the benefits of pursuing this ulternitive:
.

State the risks involved in pursuing this alternative:

How do you expect the Soviet Union to respond to thiaction:::

If your 7Thq49.4:..f4ls to bring:about the desired outtOmp-afi-temoving,the

still-be7purbUed'liZtheYUbitedStates
of backing dotqn:.frOMit'WOrIginblStand,

without giving Up. appear44Ce

e
-) 114.1'
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7..
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0.
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GAMES OF STRATEGY

Games of strategy are defined as those where "each participant is striving for his
greatest advantage in situations where the outcome depends not only on his actions
alone, nor solely on those of nature, but also on those of other participants whose
interests are sometimes opposed, sometimes parallel to his own."
-Oskar Morgenstern in the International
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences
By using the matrix of values given below in Figure 1 and running a series of moves,
one can demonstrate the various factors contributing to decisions of a strategic nature.
The matrix is arranged in such a way that each player must exhibit considerable trust in
the other player in order to arrive at the most beneficial long-range solution, i.e.,
both players receiving 3 points on every move.

The exercise involves two students sitting at the front of the room facing the
blackboard.
On the blackboard, the matrix of values is in view. A move consists of
each of the two players, designated Player
and Player II, indicating whether he chooses
Red or Black. There is no communication between the players, and they are asked at the
same time to hold up either a Red or Black card.
1

The teacher then records the results move on another portion of the board, using a
scoring grid similar to the one given in Figure 2.
The scoring in the matrix of values
is as follows. The first figure in each box is the score for Player I, and the second
For example, if Player
chooses Black and Player II
figure is the score for Player II.
chooses Red, the Player
receives zero points and Player II receives 5 points. These
points are recorded as "move 1." The object is to obtain the highest possible number
of points and to outscore your opponent.
I

I

After running a series of moves (usually 8-10 moves), there should be a debriefing
session with the students and the teacher attempting to analyze what was happening.
The players can be asked to explain their motives and their strategy for various choices
they made.
PLAYER II

FIGURE

1

Black

PLAYER

,

I

Play er
1

1

3,3

0,5

5,0

Move Number

FIGURE 2
Play er

Red

I

Red

1

Black

----2---

3

4

5

6
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9

10

11

12

0
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